NOVEMBER 2016 PLACEMENT ADS

The deadline for free position ads to be included in this section of The Accounting Review is two months prior to the desired publication in the January, March, May, July, September, or November issues. Position ads, which are free with the purchase of a job posting in the AAA Career Center, should provide all relevant information about the available positions and must include contact information or application instructions for interested candidates. For more information on how to purchase a job posting in the Career Center, or for up-to-date, detailed information about the placement listings in this issue, please go to the AAA website at http://aaahq.org and click on “Career Center,” or call our office at 941-7747.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT GREENSBORO (UNCG), Bryan School of Business, Department of Accounting and Finance invites applications, expressions of interest, and nominations for a tenure-track position in Accounting. The position will commence on August 1, 2017, at the rank of Assistant or Associate Professor. While we will consider candidates in all areas, preference will be given to individuals with teaching interests in financial accounting and not-for-profit accounting. Applicants should hold a Ph.D./D.B.A. degree with a specialization in the given area from an AACSB-accredited business school. Related business and teaching experience and evidence of successful refereed journal scholarship are preferred (required for Associate Professor candidates). The ability to tie one’s teaching and research to key elements of our mission (problem solving, innovation, globalization, sustainability, and ethics) and an interest in student consulting projects will be considered positively. ABDs who are assured of completion by August 1, 2017 may be considered. Salary and support are market-competitive. The Department offers undergraduate majors in both Accounting and Finance, an M.S. in Accounting, and contributes to both the undergraduate business core and the M.B.A. program. The Accounting program is separately accredited by AACSB. For more information please access our announcement through the UNCG Job Search system (https://jobs.uncg.edu). Click on the Faculty tab and scroll down to position # 1078. EOE AA/M/F/D/N

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL MISSOURI, School of Accountancy invites applications for an Assistant/Associate Professor beginning January 2017. A Ph.D. in Accounting is strongly preferred. Candidates with a closely related terminal degree (e.g., J.D. and L.L.M) will also be considered. Preference will be given to candidates with a specialty in tax, but all areas are encouraged to apply. Professional certification is desired. Candidates (non-ABD) should have a history of current intellectual contributions in the field and be considered a scholarly academic in accordance with AACSB standards. Visit https://jobs.ucmo.edu/postings/search, position number 998241, for a full position description. Complete the required faculty profile, attach a cover letter, vitae, evidence of teaching effectiveness, and the names and phone numbers of three references. Review of applications will begin immediately and continue until the position is filled. For questions, please email the Search Committee Chair, Dr. Janice Klimek at: klimek@ucmo.edu. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. AA/EEO/ADA

KING’S COLLEGE, Wilkes-Barre, PA, seeks an Assistant Professor of Accounting. Applicants with teaching experience at AACSB International accredited colleges and universities may be eligible for higher ranks based upon experience. This tenure-track position begins August 2017 and requires teaching upper- and lower-division courses in Financial and/or Managerial Accounting. Candidates should have a Ph.D. (or ABD near completion) in Accounting from an AACSB-accredited institution and demonstrate the potential for excellence in teaching, scholarship, and collegial service. There is an expectation of being actively involved in the College community outside of the classroom. The successful candidate will support the Holy Cross mission and Catholic identity of the College. Send letter of interest, curriculum vitae, transcripts, and three letters of professional reference to: hrjobs@kings.edu. Only complete applications will be reviewed. Review of applications will begin immediately and will continue until the position is filled.

WESTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY invites applications for a tenure-track Assistant or Associate Professor position in Accounting to teach undergraduate and graduate courses in financial and managerial accounting. Doctoral degree in accounting or equivalent, completed or nearing completion, by the appointment date. Must also qualify as AACSB Scholarly Academic (or will qualify upon completion of doctorate). Strong teaching and research record or clearly demonstrated potential are required. Duties include teaching undergraduate and graduate courses, university service, and scholarly publication. Western is located between Seattle and Vancouver, BC, overlooking Bellingham Bay and the San Juan Islands, with outstanding recreational areas in easy reach. The university has 15,000 students and the college is AACSB-accredited. Applicants must include a letter of application which addresses how qualifications are met, curriculum vitae, evidence of teaching effectiveness, transcripts, and names of three references. All application materials must be uploaded through the Electronic Application System for Employment (EASE) at: http://www.wwu.edu/jobs. Application review is continuing until the position is filled. AA/EEO.
AUBURN UNIVERSITY, Raymond J. Harbert College of Business, School of Accountancy invites applications for three full-time tenure-track Assistant Professor positions, contingent upon final budget approval, to begin Fall 2017. All teaching/research interests will be considered. The greatest instructional needs are in the areas of AIS and tax. Candidates must have strong research potential and will be expected to publish in top-tier scholarly journals. Faculty will be expected to contribute in instruction, research, and service/outreach/extension. Successful candidates must possess a doctorate in accounting from an AACSB-accredited institution prior to the date of employment. Successful candidates must meet eligibility requirements to work in the U.S. at the time the appointment is scheduled to begin and continue working legally for the proposed term of employment. Excellent written communication and interpersonal skills are required. Candidates with professional certification are desired. Review of applications will begin September 1, 2016. Please visit: http://aufacultypositions.peopleadmin.com/postings/1772

DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA is seeking a dynamic individual for a full-time, nine-month, tenure-track position to teach courses in Accounting. The candidate should have an earned doctoral degree (ABDs considered) and an active research agenda to maintain SA (formerly AQ) status as required for AACSB-accreditation. Responsibilities include teaching courses, mentoring students, and participating in service to the school and university. In the Barowsky School of Business at Dominican University of California we enhance the professional and personal development of our students through highly personalized and engaged learning experiences. We currently offer an M.B.A. program that emphasizes strategic leadership, global management, and sustainable enterprise. At the undergraduate level, concentrations include accounting, finance, international business, management, and marketing. Our small class size, teaching and mentoring philosophy, and core values of study, reflection, community, and service create a distinctive experiential learning environment for our students. Please apply online at: https://dominican.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/careers

UNIVERSITY OF DENVER (DU), Daniels College of Business, School of Accountancy invites applications for a tenure-track faculty position at the Assistant/Associate Professor rank starting Fall 2017. Currently, the research faculty of the school consists of five Full Professors, three Associate Professors, and five Assistant Professors. In addition, the school includes seven full-time non-tenure-track faculty. The vision of the school (360 students, first year through master’s level) is to be the School of choice for superior students to obtain the accounting knowledge, ethical grounding, and professional, interpersonal, and intercultural skills necessary to succeed as leaders in their chosen endeavors. The Daniels College of Business is one of the largest colleges within the university, with 1,800 undergraduate and 1,000 graduate students, offering a variety of majors and minors, including two bachelor’s degrees, three M.B.A. degree programs, and seven specialized master’s degrees. Founded in 1908 and continuously accredited by the AACSB International since 1923, Daniels is proud to be among the top business schools nationally and internationally to receive recognition for its graduate and undergraduate programs from U.S. News & World Report, Bloomberg Businessweek, Financial Times, and Forbes. DU is the oldest independent university in the Rocky Mountain region, with approximately 11,500 students in undergraduate and graduate programs. With more than 300 days of sunshine a year, the nation’s largest city park system, and a thriving and fast-growing business community, a Pew Research Study lists Denver as the #1 city in which people want to live. To apply and for more information, please contact Dr. Lorenzo Patelli at: lorenzo.patelli@du.edu. DU is an Equal Opportunity Employer and is fully dedicated to achieving a diverse faculty and staff. All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply and will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, national or ethnic origin, sex, disability, age, or sexual orientation or other categories protected by law.

SAINT JOSEPH’S UNIVERSITY, Haub School of Business, Department of Accounting invites applications for an anticipated tenure-track opening to begin August 2017. The position is contingent of approval by the Board of Trustees. The Haub School of Business at SJU is the largest Jesuit business school in the country. Both the Department of Accounting and the Haub School of Business are accredited by the AACSB. A high percentage of our accounting graduates are hired by the Big 4 firms. Applicants with a specialty in Financial Accounting, Managerial Accounting, and/or Tax will be considered at the Assistant Professor rank. The position requires that the doctoral degree in Accounting be completed by August 2017. CPA is desirable. The Assistant Professor is expected to teach undergraduate and graduate courses, be actively involved in academic research, and provide service to the profession and the University. Interested candidates can contact Dr. Jing Lin (jlin@sju.edu).

MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY invites applications for one tenure-track position in Tax Accounting beginning Fall 2017. Applicants should hold a doctoral degree or be in the final stages of dissertation. The position will be filled at the rank of Assistant Professor. Teaching responsibilities will be for Tax Accounting in both the undergraduate and graduate programs. The normal teaching load is 12 semester hours (6 hours each semester) during the first year and 15 semester hours thereafter. Salary and research support are competitive. The department has 11 full-time faculty members. Marquette offers AACSB-accredited undergraduate and graduate degrees in Accounting and Business. All applicants must apply online: https://employment.marquette.edu/postings/6221/. Applications will be accepted until the position is filled. Inquiries may be made to: Michael D. Akers, Professor and Chair, Department of Accounting, PO Box 1881, College of Business Administration, Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI 53201-1881; Email: Michael.Akers@Marquette.edu. Marquette University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
CONCORDIA COLLEGE, Offutt School of Business invites applicants with a background and qualifications in Accounting for two full-time tenure eligible Scholarly Academic positions, beginning in August 2017. We seek collegial faculty who view themselves foremost as educators and possess a commitment to scholarship to inform their teaching. There is a preference for professional and international knowledge and experience. The successful candidate must demonstrate the capability of making intellectual contributions. The Offutt School strives to develop global, ethical, and entrepreneurial leaders. Concordia College has set ambitious goals for diversity and inclusion. Concordia College is a private, co-educational, baccalaureate liberal arts college of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America that prepares its students to become responsible leaders in global society. It is located in the Moorhead (MN)/Fargo (ND) area, a growing metropolitan area, consistently ranked among the nation’s most livable cities. Apply at: https://hr.cord.edu/postings/2376

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY EDWARDSVILLE invites applications for two tenure-eligible positions beginning August 2017 (subject to budgetary approval). Applicants must have a Ph.D. in Accounting (ABDs nearing completion will be considered). Preference will be given to candidates with a terminal degree from an AACSB-accredited institution. Candidates should have a teaching specialization in the area of financial accounting or managerial accounting, but other specialties will be considered. Candidates must be committed to excellence in teaching and scholarly research. The Department offers AACSB-accredited programs at both the undergraduate and master’s levels. For application information, please visit: http://www.siu.edu/employment/employmentopportunities/business/FY17-004.shtml/. The Department of Accounting actively solicits applications from women and minority candidates.

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA–LINCOLN, School of Accountancy invites applications for two tenured or tenure-track appointments at the Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor rank beginning August 2017. The University of Nebraska–Lincoln is committed to establishing a research presence commensurate with that of our Big Ten Conference affiliates and the Committee on Institutional Cooperation, the academic affiliation of the conference. Candidates are required to hold a Ph.D. in accounting or related discipline from an AACSB-accredited College of Business and will be expected to publish research in the top accounting and/or finance journals. Candidates for the Associate or Full position should have an established research record, and be the rank for which they applied, while candidates for the Assistant position should have a robust research agenda underway. All areas of teaching and research interest will be considered. We are particularly interested in individuals who are strong organizational citizens and interested in being active members of a rich academic community. Salary, benefits, and research support are very competitive and consistent with other Big Ten Universities. Initial screening of applicants will begin September 30, 2016 and continue until the position is filled. To be considered for this position, applicants must go to: http://employment.unl.edu, requisition F_160147, click on “Apply to this job” and complete the form. In addition, candidates need to send a letter of interest, curriculum vitae, a sample of publications/work papers, evidence of teaching experience and ability, and contact information for at least three references to: Search Committee Chair, School of Accountancy, 307 CBA, 512 N 12th St., PO Box 880488, Lincoln, NE 68588-0488; or Email: Accountancy@unl.edu. For specific questions about the position, please email Search Committee Chair Tom Omer at: thomas.omer@unl.edu. The University of Nebraska has an active National Science Foundation ADVANCE gender equity program, and is committed to a pluralistic campus community through affirmative action, equal opportunity, work-life balance, and dual careers.

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, School of Accountancy, Columbia, MO is seeking applications for a tenure-track faculty position in the area of financial accounting for Fall 2017. Candidates must have a teaching interest in Financial Accounting and be committed to high-quality scholarly research. Applications are encouraged from experienced Assistant Professors as well as new Ph.D.s or those nearing completion of their Ph.D. Salary and research support are competitive. Application Procedure: Application materials including a letter of interest, curriculum vitae, evidence of teaching competence, and a sample of working papers should be submitted online: http://hrs.missouri.edu/find-a-job/academic/index.php/. Three reference letters should be separately mailed to: Financial Accounting Recruiting Committee, School of Accountancy, University of Missouri, 303 Cornell Hall, Columbia MO 65211, or Email: accountancy@missouri.edu. Screening will begin immediately and continue until the position is filled. The University of Missouri is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Applications from minority and women candidates are strongly encouraged for this position. To request ADA accommodations, please contact the University’s ADA Coordinator at (573) 884-7278 (V/TTY).

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LONG BEACH invites applicants for a tenure-track accounting faculty position at the Assistant/Associate Professor in Taxation starting Fall 2017. Applicants must hold a doctoral degree in Accounting from an AACSB-accredited university or J.D., L.L.M., and CPA with tax experience (with academic research record preferred) and needs to demonstrate potential for excellence in teaching taxation courses, research, curriculum development, and service contributions. Professional certification is desirable. Compensation will be competitive and be commensurate with the candidate’s qualifications and experience. For complete position description: http://web.csulb.edu/divisions/aa/personnel/jobs/posting/2391/index.html/. Applicant screening will begin September 19, 2016 and will continue until the positions are filled. Please send a letter of application and curriculum vitae to: Dr. Sudha Krishnan, Chair, Department of Accountancy, California State University, Long Beach, 1250 Bellflower Boulevard, Long Beach, CA 90840-8504; Email: Sudha.krishnan@csulb.edu. CSULB is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer and has a strong commitment to the principle of diversity.
CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA (Cal Poly Pomona), Accounting Department invites applications for a tenure-track position at Assistant or Associate Professor with specialization in one or more of the following areas to begin Fall Quarter 2017: financial accounting, cost/managerial accounting, and taxation. Candidates must have a Ph.D./D.B.A in Accounting from an AACSB-accredited school. The Department is especially interested in candidates who can contribute to the diversity and excellence of the academic community through their research, teaching and/or service, and are committed to teaching and working in a multicultural environment. First consideration will be given to completed applications received no later than October 2, 2016. The position remains open until filled. Early response is encouraged. Please address all nominations, inquiries, requests for application forms, and application materials to: Faculty Search Committee, Accounting Department, College of Business Administration, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, Pomona, CA 91768-2557; Phone: (909) 869-2366; Fax: (909) 869-4511; Email: accountingsearch@cpp.edu. Cal Poly Pomona hires only individuals lawfully authorized to work in the U.S. EOE/Minorities/Females/Vet/Disability.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN–LA CROSSE, College of Business Administration (AACSB-accredited) invites applications for two full-time tenure-track accounting positions at the Assistant Professor level in its Department of Accountancy starting August 2016, January 2017, or August 2017. Candidates should possess a Ph.D. in Accounting (or a related discipline). ABDs near completion of dissertation will be considered. Preference will be given to candidates with primary specialization in Financial Accounting. Other accounting areas may be considered. Based on the most recent data, UW-L ranked 22nd in the nation among large schools based on the first-time pass rates on the CPA exam. Electronic submission of application materials is required. For additional information about this position and to apply, please visit: https://employment.uwlax.edu

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, Carlson School of Management, Department of Accounting invites applications for a tenure-track position as Assistant Professor in accounting. All applicants must possess a doctoral degree in accounting or a related field (or be close to completion), and must have a strong commitment to accounting research and teaching. Review of applications begins immediately and will continue until the position is filled. Applications should include a curriculum vitae, samples of recent research papers, at least two letters of reference, any available evidence of teaching quality. Applicants will be required to apply online only through the University of Minnesota employment website to be considered for this position at: http://www1.umn.edu/ohr/employment/. To help locate this position online, search for Job Posting ID #311646 in Keywords field and change the option to Anytime within the Jobs Posted Within drop down menu. The University of Minnesota is an Equal Opportunity Educator and Employer. Application materials should be sent to: Recruiting Chair, Department of Accounting, 3-122 Carlson School of Management, 321 19th Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55455.

CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY, George L. Argyros School of Business and Economics invites applications for a tenure-track Assistant Professor position in Accounting beginning August 2017. Applicants with research interests in any area of accounting are encouraged to apply. The successful candidate may also be appointed to Chapman University’s Economic Science Institute as a Research Associate. Led by Nobel Laureate Vernon Smith, the Economic Science Institute (ESI) is a prominent part of the Argyros School of Business and Economics and houses nationally recognized scholars who provide collaborative research opportunities across a wide range of research areas in economics and other fields. Candidates with research interests that would benefit from affiliation with ESI are particularly encouraged to apply. Chapman University, located in the heart of Orange County, California, offers traditional undergraduate programs in the arts and sciences and select pre-professional and graduate programs. Ranked in the top tier of Western universities by U.S. News & World Report, Chapman has gained national recognition with its commitment to excellence through research and innovative teaching. The Argyros School is fully accredited by AACSB and offers bachelor’s and master’s degrees in accounting, business, and economics as well as a traditional M.B.A. The School currently has nearly 1,500 undergraduates and 250 graduate students who attend classes in a modern 100,000 square foot state-of-the-art facility. Additional information can be found at http://www.chapman.edu/argyros. Applicants should submit a cover letter, a curriculum vitae, at least three references, and any other relevant evidence of research and teaching abilities to: Jennifer Brady at: jenbrady@chapman.edu. Please use "Accounting Faculty Position" in the subject line. Applicants should submit their materials for consideration by November 15, 2016. Evaluation of applications will begin upon receipt.
MARIST COLLEGE invites applications and nominations for the position of Assistant/Associate Professor of Accounting to join the School of Management beginning Fall 2017. This tenure-track position will involve teaching both undergraduate and graduate courses (including online courses) and maintaining a high level of professional activity through research and service. Candidates must have a commitment to excellence in teaching and research in accounting. Candidates with an interest in financial accounting are preferred, although candidates in all areas will be considered. Candidates should have an earned doctorate in accounting or related field, or an anticipated completion date during Fall 2017. Professional experience and certification (CPA, CMA, CIA, CISA, etc.) are also desirable. Marist College is a highly selective comprehensive private institution founded in the liberal arts noted for its leadership in the use of technology in and out of the classroom. Founded in 1929, Marist overlooks the Hudson River in Poughkeepsie, New York, 75 miles north of New York City. The School of Management enrolls approximately 1,300 undergraduate students in its B.S. in Accounting, B.S. in Business Administration, and B.A. in Economics programs, and 400 master’s-level students in its M.B.A. and M.P.A. programs. A new Master of Science in Professional Accountancy program is under development. To learn more or to apply, please visit: http://jobs.marist.edu. Only online applications are accepted. Review of applications will begin immediately and continue until position is filled. Marist College is strongly committed to the principle of diversity and is especially interested in receiving applications from members of ethnic and racial minority groups, women, persons with disabilities, and persons from other underrepresented groups. Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY (SDSU), Charles W. Lamden School of Accountancy invites applications for a tenure-track Assistant Professor position beginning Fall 2017. This position is contingent upon state funding. Applicants should have completed a Ph.D. or D.B.A. in accounting or business administration before August 2017. We are seeking applicants with demonstrated research agenda, strong commitment to excellence in teaching, and professional accounting experience (professional certification is desirable). For additional information about the Charles W. Lamden School of Accountancy visit: http://cbaweb.sdsu.edu/accountancy. Consideration of applicants will begin on July 25, 2016 and the position will remain open until filled. Interested applicants must apply via Interfolio at: http://apply.interfolio.com/36047. SDSU is an Equal Opportunity/Title IX employer.

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, School of Accountancy, Columbia, MO is seeking applications for a tenure-track faculty position in the area of Auditing/Systems for Fall 2017. Candidates must have a teaching interest in Auditing or Systems and be committed to high-quality scholarly research. Applications are encouraged from experienced Assistant Professors as well as new Ph.D.s or those nearing completion of their Ph.D. Salary and research support are competitive. Application Procedure: Application materials including a letter of interest, curriculum vitae, evidence of teaching competence, and a sample of working papers should be submitted online at: http://hrs.missouri.edu/find-a-job/academic/index.php. Three reference letters should be separately mailed to: Auditing/Systems Accounting Recruiting Committee, School of Accountancy, University of Missouri, 303 Cornell Hall, Columbia MO 65211; or Email: accountancy@missouri.edu. Screening will begin immediately and continue until the position is filled. The University of Missouri is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Applications from minority and women candidates are strongly encouraged for this position. To request ADA accommodations, please contact the University’s ADA Coordinator at (573) 884-7278.

ITHACA COLLEGE, School of Business, Department of Accounting invites applications for a full-time, tenure-eligible Assistant/Associate Professor position. The position will begin August 16, 2017. Duties include teaching assigned classes at the undergraduate and graduate levels; participating in departmental, school, and college service; engagement in scholarship; and advising students as needed. A variety of teaching areas will be considered including Auditing, Accounting Information Systems, Cost Accounting, and Taxation. A Ph.D. in accounting (or appropriate terminal degree in Taxation) and a scholarly record preferred. We prefer candidates who have a record of successful college teaching and who share our commitment to professional preparation within the context of an interdisciplinary and immersive liberal arts education. Recent ABD doctoral candidates are welcome to apply. Interested applicants must apply online at: http://www.ithaca.edu/jobs/. Questions about the online application should be directed to the Office of Human Resources at (607) 274-8000. Screening of applications will begin immediately.
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA–LINCOLN, School of Accountancy invites applications for a tenured or tenure-track appointment at Assistant rank beginning August 2017. The University of Nebraska-Lincoln is committed to establishing a research presence commensurate with that of our Big Ten Conference affiliates and the Committee on Institutional Cooperation, the academic affiliation of the conference. Candidates are required to hold a Ph.D. in accounting or related discipline from an AACSB-accredited College of Business and will be expected to publish research in the top accounting and/or finance journals. Candidates should have a robust research agenda underway. All areas of teaching and research interest will be considered. We are particularly interested in individuals who are strong organizational citizens and interested in being active members of a rich academic community. Salary, benefits, and research support are very competitive and consistent with other Big Ten Universities. Initial screening of applicants will begin September 30, 2016, and continue until the position is filled. To be considered for this position, applicants must go to: http://employment.unl.edu, requisition F160146, and click on “Apply to this job” to complete the form. In addition, candidates need to send a letter of interest, curriculum vitae, a sample of publications/working papers, evidence of teaching experience and ability, and contact information for at least three references to: Search Committee Chair, School of Accountancy, 307 CBA, 512 N 12th St., PO Box 880488, Lincoln, NE 68588-0488; or Email: Accountancy@unl.edu. For specific questions about the position, please email Search Committee Chair Tom Omer at: thomas.omer@unl.edu. The University of Nebraska has an active National Science Foundation ADVANCE gender equity program, and is committed to a pluralistic campus community through affirmative action, equal opportunity, work/life balance, and dual careers.

BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY, SUNY, School of Management invites applications for Assistant Professor in Accounting with an appointment date of Fall 2017. Candidates must have (or expect) a Ph.D. degree by Fall 2017 and demonstrate sound teaching credentials and the ability to conduct high-quality research as evidenced by publication in top-tier journals. Research is supported with a two-course-per-semester teaching load and subscriptions to WRDS and other standard databases. Preference given to those with a willingness to teach advanced accounting. All application materials must be submitted electronically. Interested candidates should post a curriculum vitae and other supporting documents to the appropriate position listing at: http://binghamton.interviewexchange.com. Review of applications will be ongoing until the position is filled. Located in the scenic Finger Lakes region, Binghamton offers many outdoor recreational opportunities plus a low cost of living. Binghampton University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, Columbia Business School, Accounting Division is currently searching for qualified applicants for positions at the Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor ranks for a tenure or tenure-track position beginning July 1, 2017. Applicants should have a Ph.D. degree from an accredited institution or expect to receive their degree within the year. All applicants must have a strong research background, methodological training, modeling, and empirical technique, and the ability and desire to conduct high-quality research. Associate and Full Professor applicants should have a proven track record of institution building and service in addition to exceptional scholarship in Accounting. Columbia Business School is seeking applicants who would promote the diversity mission of the University through their research, teaching, and/or service. Please visit our online application site: http://academicjobs.columbia.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=63166/ for further information about this position and to submit your application. Deadline: January 2, 2017. Columbia University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL OKLAHOMA is seeking candidates for a position as Assistant Professor. The successful candidate will teach undergraduate courses in Auditing, Fraud, Ethics, Taxation, Governmental, and/or Financial Accounting. Other responsibilities include achieving and maintaining quality research and service appropriate to rank and appointment. A Doctorate in Accounting or Business Administration with Accounting concentration from AACSB college or school of business or recent bridge program completion is required. Candidates must have sufficient education/training to accomplish refereed research in one of the commonly accepted accounting fields. Professional accounting certification required, CPA preferred. Previous teaching experience in higher education environment at the level of Teaching Assistant or higher is required. Candidates must provide evidence of teaching effectiveness/excellence. Case utilization methods and user perspective principles experience preferred. Candidates must be appropriately qualified under AACSB guidelines. The link for the application process is: https://jobs.uco.edu/postings/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&query=accounting&query_v0_posted_at_date--&query_position_type_id=1&commit=Search/. For additional information, please contact Dr. Katherene Terrell, Hiring Committee Chairperson, Email: kterrel@uco.edu; Phone: (405) 974-5272.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, Columbia Business School, Accounting Division is currently searching for qualified applicants for positions at the Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor ranks for a tenure or tenure-track position beginning July 1, 2017. Applicants should have a Ph.D. degree from an accredited institution or expect to receive their degree within the year. All applicants must have a strong research background, methodological training, modeling, and empirical technique, and the ability and desire to conduct high-quality research. Associate and Full Professor applicants should have a proven track record of institution building and service in addition to exceptional scholarship in Accounting. Columbia Business School is seeking applicants who would promote the diversity mission of the University through their research, teaching, and/or service. Please visit our online application site: http://academicjobs.columbia.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=63166/ for further information about this position and to submit your application. Deadline: January 2, 2017. Columbia University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, FULLERTON, Department of Accounting is separately accredited by AACSB and offers both undergraduate and Master’s programs. We invite applicants with a Ph.D. for multiple tenure-track positions at the rank of Assistant or Associate Professor with appointment starting in Fall 2017. We are seeking applicants who have expertise in the areas of Audit, Tax, Cost, and Accounting Information Systems. The successful candidates will teach undergraduate and graduate students and are expected to advise students, serve on committees, and engage in activities that benefit the University, Department, and community. Positive tenure and promotion decisions require excellent teaching, substantial service, on-going commitment to research, and other creative/scholarly activities of a peer-reviewed nature. To apply, please visit: http://hr.fullerton.edu/diversity/job-openings/. California State University, Fullerton values and is dedicated to the goal of building a diverse community. We strongly encourage applications from candidates who can demonstrate through their teaching, research, or service that they can contribute to the diversity and excellence of our community.

CALVIN COLLEGE is seeking a full-time tenure-track accounting faculty member to join its Business Department to teach accounting beginning in August 2017. Faculty members are expected to demonstrate excellent teaching and a track record or potential for scholarly work. All areas of accounting expertise will be considered. Successful candidates will either have (1) a Ph.D. or other terminal degree in accounting, (2) a master’s degree in accounting or related field, a CPA licensure, and ten years of accounting experience, or (3) a master’s degree in accounting or related field and 15 years of accounting experience. The Department seeks persons who are dedicated to the integration of their Christian faith and accounting. To apply please submit a letter of application, full curriculum vitae, and a 250–500-word statement explaining how you seek to express your Christian faith in teaching and scholarship to: Professor Scott Vandervelde, Darla vandrunen@calvin.edu. Visit: https://calvin.edu/academics/departments-programs/business/about/open-positions/.

TULANE UNIVERSITY, A.B. Freeman School of Business is seeking applicants for non-tenure system faculty positions (Professor of Practice or Lecturer) in accounting. These are full-time appointments in the School’s accounting area. All positions are to start July 1, 2017. Salary, teaching load, and benefits are commensurate with other major research institutions. Ultimate recruitment for these positions is subject to final budgetary approval by the University. Candidates are expected to hold a Ph.D. in accounting or a related discipline or have a graduate degree in a business discipline and extensive experience in the practice of accounting. We seek candidates with strong teaching skills and the ability to make intellectual contributions to the profession. Applicants should submit a letter indicating their interest, an updated curriculum vitae, evidence of teaching effectiveness, evidence of intellectual contributions, and at least two letters of recommendation to: http://apply.interfolio.com/36498. Tulane University is an Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action/Persons with Disabilities/Veterans Employer and is committed to excellence through diversity. Tulane will not discriminate against individuals with disabilities or veterans. All eligible candidates are encouraged to apply.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, School of Accounting is accepting applications for at least one tenure-track position, open at the Assistant and Associate Professor ranks to begin in August 2017. All research areas are being considered, but experimental/behavioral candidates are especially encouraged to apply. Candidates should possess a doctorate or expect to complete their doctorate by August 2017. New Ph.D. candidates should demonstrate the potential for teaching excellence and publishing in top-tier journals. Candidates for an advanced rank should have a record of teaching excellence and publishing in top-tier journals. Salaries are competitive and commensurate with experience and achievements. All faculty searches are subject to the availability of funding. Submit curriculum vitae, a sample of publications or working papers, and a defended dissertation proposal (new Assistant Professors) to: Professor Scott Vandervelde, Darla Moore School of Business, ACCTrecriu@moore.sc.edu.

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA, Michael F. Price College of Business, John T. Steed School of Accounting invites applications for a tenure or tenure-track position at the Associate or Full Professor level starting in the 2017–2018 academic year. Primary needs are for faculty with research and teaching interests in auditing and taxation, but all areas will be considered. Salary and benefits are open and competitive, based on candidate’s credentials and experience. Qualified individuals may submit application materials to: Jan Nelson, Managerial Associate, Steed School of Accounting, Price College of Business, University of Oklahoma, 307 W. Brooks, AH 200, Norman, OK 73019-4004; Email: jnelson@ou.edu; Phone: (405) 325-4223; Fax: 405.325.7348. Application materials should include a current vita, working paper to be presented to faculty and doctoral students, evidence of effective teaching, and names and contact information for three references. Questions regarding the position may be addressed to: Dr. Frances Ayres, Search Committee Chair at: fayres@ou.edu. Screening of applications will begin immediately. Applications will be accepted until the position is filled.
KING FAHD UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM AND MINERALS (Saudi Arabia), Department of Accounting and Management Information Systems is seeking to fill a number of faculty positions in Accounting. Job Description: You will be expected to engage in high-quality research/scholarly activities, to be an effective classroom teacher at the graduate and undergraduate levels, and to participate effectively in executive education programs and other professional activities. Salary/Benefits: We provide competitive tax-free salaries to our employees in addition to other perks and benefits based on a two-year renewable contract. Application Procedure: Please visit http://www3.kfupm.edu.sa/facultyrect (via KFUPM website: http://www.kfupm.edu.sa, Link: JOBS). For an interview, please contact: Chairman, Dept. of Accounting and MIS, College of Industrial Management, KFUPM, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia; Email: c-amd@kfupm.edu.sa.

DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, Barowsky School of Business (BSB) is seeking candidates for Associate Dean. Priority Deadline: September 1, 2016. The Associate Dean collaborates with the faculty and staff in coordinating and managing activities involving administration and services for BSB, reviewing and revising the School’s curricula, designing and operating assessment processes, and maintaining databases for planning and decision-making. In the next few years, BSB seeks to not only achieve its program accreditation through AACSB, but also must explore and implement new curricular programs using different delivery formats. The Associate Dean will play a vital role in support of these initiatives. For a candidate with exemplary scholarship and teaching, awarding of tenure can be considered at the start of employment. Apply here: https://dominican.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/careers